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Abstract—Despite the promising benefits of the cloud-radio
access network (C-RAN), the fronthaul (FH) imposes stringent
requirements in terms of data rate, latency, jitter and syn-
chronisation. In the classical C-RAN, the FH capacity scales
linearly with the number of the transmitting antennas, which
has posed severe demands on the FH capacity, especially due
to emerging 5G technologies such as massive MIMO. However,
this can be relaxed by performing precoding at the remote radio
units (RRUs) instead of centrally, leading to FH traffic which
depends on the number of currently served users. This paper
adapts queueing theory results and spatial traffic models to derive
statistical multiplexing gain enabled by varying number of user
streams. Through this, we show that the required FH capacity
can be reduced dramatically, depending on traffic demand and
its statistical properties.

Index Terms—Cloud-radio access network (C-RAN), fronthaul,
backhaul, statistical multiplexing, outage probability

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

In the recent years, demand of higher data and continuous
connectivity along with the quality of experience (QoE) has
grown exponentially and hence 5G promises to provide ubiq-
uitous connection to everybody, anytime, anywhere. More-
over, future 5G wireless networks aims to support plethora
of applications scenarios and use cases such as enhanced
mobile broadband (eMBB) services, massive machine type
communications (mMTC), and ultra-reliable and low latency
communications (uRLLC) [1]. The traditional networks, where
the BS performs the complete baseband processing including
physical (PHY) layer, media access control (MAC) layer and
a part of the network layer processing, suffer from several
disadvantages such as higher capital expenditures (CAPEX)
and operating expenses (OPEX). In order to cope with these
challenges, cloud-radio access network (C-RAN) has been pro-
posed [2], [3] that has drawn significant attention in the recent
years. C-RAN enables efficient cooperative signal processing,
and significantly lowers the network deployment and operation
costs. In C-RAN, a part of the signal processing functionalities
of traditional BSs are moved to the remote radio units (RRUs),
which performs mostly the radio processing functionalities
such as amplification, filtering etc. whereas the main digital
processing is centralized to the baseband unit (BBU). The
transport link between the RRU and BBU is known as FH and
the FH typically uses common public radio interface (CPRI)
[4]. The CPRI is a serial bidirectional digital interface that
forwards the I/Q- (in-phase/quadrature-phase) samples from

RRUs to central BBUs and vice versa. The FH commonly
employs dark fiber, however, recently radio over fiber [5] or
radio over Ethernet [6] are also employed.

Despite several advantages of C-RAN, one of the major
challenges of C-RAN is to meet its high fronthaul capacity
demand. Generally, the capacity of a fronthaul network is
given by [7]

DFH = 2 ·NA · fs ·NQ · γ, (1)

where NA is number of antennas at the BS, fs is sampling
frequency, NQ is quantization resolution bits of ADC or DAC,
γ is overhead factor and the factor 2 accounts for I/Q samples.
It is obvious from Eq. (1) that the FH capacity scales linearly
with the number of transmitting antennas and hence with
massive MIMO employing arrays of hundreds of transceivers,
FH data rate increases several folds that an FH network with
existing dedicated optical fiber can not support. For example, a
20 MHz LTE with 2×2 MIMO demands about 2.5 Gbps using
CPRI line rate option 3 [4]. The recent CPRI specification
even defines FH rates of up to 24 Gbps. Massive MIMO is
a promising technology that employs hundreds of antenna at
the BS and serves tens of users in the same time-frequency
resources [8]–[10]. Massive MIMO offers several benefits such
as high spectral efficiency (by simultaneously serving several
users), high energy efficiency (by allowing multiple antennas
to focus the radiated energy into even smaller regions of
space), extensive use of inexpensive low-power components
and significant reduction of latency on the air interface.

In order to meet the challenging requirement of FH data rate
constraint, various approaches have been proposed such as (i)
increasing FH capacity using wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) [11], time-shared optical networks (TSON) [12], [13],
(ii) decreasing the FH capacity by using compressed signal
processing [14], or functional splits between RRU-BBU [7],
[15]. Furthermore, the FH capacity requirements could be
decreased at the network level by allowing the several RRUs
to multiplex data in the aggregation network [16], [17], [18,
Chapter 4]. The direct link between the RRU and aggregation
network is termed as last mile access, denoted by FH Segment
I whereas the link between the aggregation network and the
BBU is the main FH segment, denoted by FH Segment II as
shown in Fig. 1. This figure shows that multiple RRUs are
aggregated to the aggregation network and the resulting traffic
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Fig. 1: Aggregation network showing multiplexing gain.

is then forwarded to the BBU via FH Segment II. Different
topologies such as star, chain, ring and tree topologies can be
used for FH as well as for backhaul (BH). The advantages of
having FH Segment I will allow users to have data delivery
with shorter cable lengths. On the other hand, FH Segment II
demands to have higher capacity and more protection against
the link failure.

The recent IEEE 1914 working group for next generation
fronthaul interface (NGFI) [19] has adopted the network level
solution, whereby with the help of switching functionalities
multiple RRUs share a common FH link, thus enabling the
multiplexing gain. Moreover, with the appropriate RRU-BBU
functional split [7], [15], FH data rate can be made traffic
dependent, unlike the traditional CPRI where FH data rate is
always static and independent of the traffic load. Thus, the
appropriate functional split will enable to transmit one stream
per user instead of one stream per transceiver by performing
MIMO precoding at the RRU instead of centrally [20]. This
gives rise to two advantages: First, the number of streams will
vary according to the users currently served. By allowing a cer-
tain outage probability within the limits of acceptable quality
of service (QoS), i.e. dimensioning the FH capacity only for
the 99th percentile of the traffic distribution, the required FH
capacity can be reduced considerably. The second advantage
of variable FH traffic is that in the aggregation segment, the
streams of different RRUs will be combined, resulting in
statistical multiplexing, which further lowers the required FH
capacity. In this paper, we will describe a methodology how
to evaluate these gains and quantify the benefits for different
scenarios.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. MIMO Rate

Let us consider downlink transmission of a massive MIMO
system where the cellular network consists of a set C of C
RRUs with index c, each serving a single cell. A RRU has Mc

antennas that simultaneously serve Kc single-antenna users.
Each cell has its own BS that can simultaneously serve Kmax

users, where Kmax is the maximum number of users that a
base station can serve at its peak load. Further, let us assume
that the system operates in time division duplexing (TDD)
mode such that channel is reciprocal and the BS estimates the
downlink channels by using uplink received pilots [8]. The
number of pilots is limited to Kmax, which also means that
each RRU can serve at maximum Kmax users simultaneously.

The area served by the RRUs is denoted A, with a single
location indicated by its coordinates (x, y). The pathloss
between RRU c and location (x, y) is denoted αc(x, y) and
modelled according to the urban microcellular pathloss defined
in [21].
User are associated with the RRU providing the lowest
pathloss, hence the serving area Ac of a RRU c is given as

(x, y) ∈ Ac if c = arg max
C

αc(x, y). (2)

Let us consider that the total transmit power of a BS is pMc,
where is p is the average power per antenna that is considered
to be same for all the antennas. Each cell c receive interference
from the active antennas in the any other cell d. Let Md be
the active antennas in any other cell, hence total transmitting
power of the corresponding cell is pMd. Then, the SINR at a
location is given as:

γ(x, y) =
pMcαb(x, y)

σ2 +
∑

d∈C\c pMdαi(x, y)
, (3)

where σ2 denotes the noise power.
We use the notion of Poisson point processes to describe

the traffic demand in the network, compare e.g. [22]. For this,
we define for each location a user arrival rate per area Λ(x, y)
(in 1/s/km2) and hence a corresponding traffic density (in
Mbps/km2) is

Ω(x, y) = Λ(x, y) · s, (4)

where s (in Megabit) is the mean file size requested per user.
The mean traffic density of the overall area A we denote Ω̄.
For the serving area of a RRU this results in user arrivals with
arrival rate (in 1/s)

λc =

∫
Ac

Λ(x, y) dx dy. (5)

From this, we define the average SINR in the serving area of
RRU c as the expected value of the SINRs weighted according
to the traffic distribution Ω(x, y), i.e.:

γ̄c = E[γ(x, y)] =

∫
Ac
γc(x, y)Ω(x, y) dx dy∫
Ac

Ω(x, y) dx dy
. (6)

Furthermore, for simplicity let us assume that each RRU has



obtained perfect CSI from its users and employs zero forcing
precoding in order to cancel out the intracell interference and
adapts power allocation such that each of the Kc user achieves
the same average data rate, Rc given by [23]:

Rc(Kc) = B

(
1− Kmax

Tc

)
log2

(
1 +

γ̄

Kc
(Mc −Kc)

)
,

(7)
where B is channel bandwidth, Tc = Bcohτcoh is length of
channel coherence interval, Bcoh is coherence bandwidth, τcoh
is coherence time, and Kmax is the maximum number of users,
which is assumed to be same for all cells. The pre-log factor(

1− Kmax

Tc

)
is channel estimation overhead, Mc −Kc is the

effective array gain, and the factor 1/Kc accounts for the
fact that the total transmit power is split between all users.
Furthermore, the above formula has constraints Mc−Kc ≥ 1
and d 6= c that arises due to requirement of zero forcing
precoding [23].

An example of this rate is given in Fig. 2, which shows the
average data rate per user Rc, and Fig. 3, which shows the
total sum throughput Kc · Rc(Kc). It is obvious from Fig. 2
that higher average rate per user is achievable by having fewer
active users. On the other hand, the Fig. 3 shows that the sum
throughput increases when increasing the number of active
users. The simulation parameters for all the figures are listed
in Table I.
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Fig. 2: Average data rate per user.

B. Queuing model

In order to evaluate outage probabilities and statistical
multiplexing, we need to find the number of active users in a
cell. For this, we utilize queueing theory results from [24],
[25], where each MIMO RRU is modeled as M/G/m/m
state-dependent queue. The M/G/m/m queue states that for
exponential arrival and general distribution of service time,
maximum m number of users can be served simultaneously
and the arrivals follow the Poisson process [23]. In this work,
we assume that the maximum number of users that a BS can
serve is m = Kmax. Let πc(n) ≡ Pr[Kc = n] be the steady
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Fig. 3: Sum throughput of the users.

state probabilities of having Kc active users served by RRU c,
then under M/G/m/m state-dependent queue, πc(n) is given
by [24]:

πc(n) =


[
λc

s
Rc(1)

]n
n!f(n)f(n− 1) . . . f(2)f(1)

πc(0), n = 1, 2, . . .m,

(8)
with

π−1
c (0) = 1 +

m∑
i=1


[
λc

s
Rc(1)

]i
i!f(i)f(i− 1) . . . f(2)f(1)

 ,

where f(n) = Rc(n)/Rc(1) is the normalized rate per
user, Rc is the average data rate per user while serving n
number of users given by Eq. (7), λc is the arrival rate from
Eq. (5), and s is the average file size requested by each
user introduced earlier. The corresponding CDF is denoted as
Πc(n) =

∑
i≤n πc(i). An example of these user distributions

is given in Fig. 4 for different values of λc. This figure implies
that the as the arrival rate increases, there is more flows per
second from the users and the number of users attempting
to get the resources is also increasing. For example, at 2%
probability, the number of active users for arrival rate of
λc = 5 flows per second is 12 which increases to 28 users
for arrival rate of λc = 25 flows per second.

C. Outage and Multiplexing

Conventionally, the FH in Segment I would be dimensioned
to serve its maximum number of users, i.e. for a number
of stream Sc,max = Kmax streams. Similarly, Segment II
would be dimensioned for SC = C · Kmax streams. Such a
dimensioning is common in current CPRI-based FH networks,
which required a constant data rate. This constant data rate in
the FH is what makes the FH-constrained, which eventually
will be bottleneck for massive MIMO systems. However, due
to the variability in traffic due to the varying number of user-
streams, we can assume a certain outage probability PO on
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Fig. 4: Arrival rates.

each link according to some QoS requirements. Hence, the FH
in Segment I can be dimensioned with the outage capacity

Sc,O = n such that Πc(n) < PO. (9)

Furthermore, the streams are aggregated for Segment II, i.e.
the number of streams are summed up. The summation leads
to a convolution of the corresponding probability distributions,
i.e.

πC = π1 ∗ π2 ∗ · · · ∗ πc, (10)

with CDF ΠC and outage capacity

SC,O = n such that ΠC(n) < PO. (11)

An example of this is illustrated in Figs. 5a and 5. The total
traffic from 19 such cells, assuming each cell in it peak load
can serve 64 users, demands to have total 64 × 19 = 1216
user data to be forwarded. However, assuming a reasonable
1% outage probability of the fronthaul segment II, we need to
transport only 605 users as shown in Fig. 5, which means less
fronthaul capacity demand. It allows up to 50% FH capacity
saving.

In general, the convolution will lead to a a longer-tailed
PDF, which yields to a statistical mutiplexing gain, as SC,O ≤∑
C Sc,O. To assess the benefit of the statistical multiplexing,

we define the relative required FH rates in Segment I and 2
as:

S1 =

∑
C Sc,O

C · Sc,max
for FH Segment I, (12)

S2 =
SC,O

C · Sc,max
for FH Segment II. (13)

In summary, we can observe two methods to lower the
required FH capacity: first, accepting a certain outage (which
benefits both FH Segments 1 and 2), and second, accounting
for the effect of statistical multiplexing in the aggregation part
(which is only possible in Segment II).

D. Traffic Model

In general, the gain of statistical multiplexing will depend
on the variance of the total number of streams. This variance
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Fig. 5: Exemplary distribution of served users/required user
streams for 19 aggregated RRUs. Ω̄ = 45 Gbps/km2, σΩ =
0.25 Ω̄, dcorr = 10 m.

is affected both by the (temporal) variation fo users from
Eq. (8), and by the different (spatial) variation of users among
different cells based on the traffic distribution Ω(x, y). In order
to model Ω(x, y), we utilize a traffic model developed in
[26], [27]. This traffic model allows to create random spatial
traffic maps via log-normal distributed random fields defined
by three statistical parameters. These parameters are the mean
traffic density, Ω̄, the traffic density standard deviation, σΩ,
and a correlation density dcorr. Three examples of such traffic
maps are given in Fig. 6. The parameter Ω̄ controls the
overall traffic demand, σΩ controls the ration between traffic
demand in hot spots and low-traffic areas, and dcorr controls
the size of the hotspots. With traffic maps generated based
on this model, we can average statistical multiplexing gains
over random scenarios without having to rely on just a single
scenario, leading to more consistent results and more general
conclusions for real scenarios. For more details on this traffic
model see [27].

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To evaluate the FH capacity reduction, we utilize an ex-
emplary setup consisting of 19 uniformly placed hexagonal
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(b) Ω̄ = 200 Gbps/km2, σΩ =
100 Gbps/km2, dcorr = 10 m.
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Fig. 6: Exemplary traffic distributions. Fig. (b) exhibits a lower correlation distance, and Fig. (c) a lower standard deviation
compared to Fig. (a).
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cells with inter site distance dISD = 200 m and RRUs placed
at a height of hRRU = 12 m. These are placed on random
traffic maps generated according to Sec. II-D, which is also
illustrated in Figs. 7-9. Then, the relative required FH rates
according to Eqs. (12), (13) are evaluated and the results are
averaged over 25 random traffic maps.

The results are illustrated in Figs. 7-9. As can be seen, the
relativ FH capacity mainly scales with the mean traffic density.
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TABLE I: Simulation parameters.

Parameters Symbol Value
Number of cells C 19
Inter site distance dISD 200 m
RRH height hRRU 12 m
Bandwidth B 20 MHz
Coherence bandwidth Bcoh 200 kHz
Coherence time Tcoh 5 ms
Number of transmitting antennas Mc 256
Maximum users Kmax 64
Total transmit power pMc 23 dBm
Total noise power σ2 -96 dBm
Average file size s 80 Mbit

In addition, the capacity in FH Segment II is always lower,
as here the additional effect of statistical multiplexing comes
into effect. The difference between Segment I and 2 is more
pronounced towards higher traffic densities. Here clearly the
statistical multiplexing effect is more dominant compared to
the reduction possible by accepting outage. Furthermore, it can
be seen that higher values of traffic variance and correlation
distance lead to lower FH capacities, as both parameters lead



to a higher variability in total cell traffic among the different
RUs, hence resulting in a higher multiplexing gain. Finally,
it can be seen in Fig. 9 that a higher outage probability
leads to an lower required FH capacity, as can be expected.
Here, especially Segment I profits. In Segment II, due to
the statistical multiplexing effect, the probability distribution
converges towards the mean traffic, and hence the difference
between the percentiles are less pronounced.

IV. CONCLUSION

In spite of several benefits of C-RAN, massive MIMO
systems have posed severe challenges on its fronthaul (FH)
capacity leading to FH being constrained. In this paper, we
have adapted queuing theory and traffic model to analyse
network level solution via statistical multiplexing to relax
FH capacity. Further, we think the method we have adopted
will provide newer insights to analyse statistical multiplexing
using queuing theory and traffic model. We showed that
considerable amount of FH capacity can be saved by allowing
multiplexing gain with certain outage probability within the
limits of acceptable quality of service.
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